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ABSTRACT
A method is described to measur ra-earh elements (RE) in natu water samples. An iron
~
hydroxide precipitaon followed by ion-exchange chromaogrphy is used to concentrte and
separe the RE frm other ma components. Additionaly, the rare-ear elements
themslves are separted into the frctions using an organc acid with a second caton colum.
Instrenta detection is by isotope dilution mas spectrometr (IDMS) using either thenn
ionion mas spectrometr (TIS) or inductively coupled plasma-mas spectrometr (iCP-
MS). Excellent preision is shown by may duplicate and replicate analyses. Blan ar 1-2% or
less of samples.
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INRODUCTION
The composition of rae ea elements (RE) provides geochemists with a valuable tool for
understadig may basic processes operatig in both solid ear and in aqueous systems such as
rivers, estuares and oceans. Such processes include the differentiation and chemical evolution of
the ear, chemica weatering on the continents and oceanc cyclig. Key books and papers on
these subjects include the followig: Henderson (1984), Taylor and McLennan (1985), Faure
(1986), Elderfeld (1988), Goldstein and Jacobsen (1988), Elderfeld et al. (1990), Piepgr and
Jacobsen (1992) and Sholkovitz (1993).
Becuse the concentrons of RE in nat waters are low (1-500 pmoVKg) and varations
ar sma, a sensitive and high preision method of analysis is reuird. Th report describes a
method used at Woods Hole Oceanogrphic Institution (WO!) in Dr. Edward Sholkovitz's
labraory. It is an adaptaon of a method used in Dr. Stein Jacobsen's laboratory at Harard
University (piepgr and Jacobsen, 1988, 1992). Low concentrtions reuire a preoncentrtion
step followed by the separtion of RE and ultily their mass spectrometrc analysis. Afr
pre-concentrtig the RE, samples ar processed, fit though a caton exchange colum using
miera acids, to separate RE frm most major and trce elements (Crock, et al, 1986; Greaves,
et al, 1989). A second ion exchange colum using an organc acid serves to separte the REE
themslves into the frtions: light (LRE), middle (MR) and hevy (HR). Although
thee fiaments per saple must be analyze, th separon graty simplies mas spectrometr
since intr-element interferences are viry eliatd. As a result, the anytcal error is
mi (Piepgr and Jacobsen, 1992; Sholkovitz et al, 1992). High precision is achieved by
using the method of Isotope Diution Mass Spectrometr (IDMS) after Thal (1982) and
Greves et al (1989). Our method diers from that of Greves et al. (1989) in that they collect
and car out the mas spectrometr of RE as a single group. Ths entas may corrections for
isobarc interferences. Whe ths method has produced high quaty data (e.g., Elderfeld, 1988;
Bert and Elderfeld, 1993), we prefer to apply a second colum separtion which eliate
most of the interferences. Th method is also preferrd by Jacobsen's laboraory (Piepgr and
Jacobsen, 1992).
METHODS
I. PLASTICWAR AND CHEMICALS
A. Platiare - Both Teflon PF A and low density polyethylene (LDPE) bottes and vial are
used in the anytca procedur. Intial cleag of Teflonwar consists of soakg in detergent
followed by Mi-Q ris and a two-day soak in 8M HN03 (reagent grade). Thereafr,
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recycled Teflon vials are soaked in detergent, heated overnght in 4M HN03 (reagent grade), then
rised with clean water. Sample collection bottes (LDPE) ar fied with 1M HCI (reagent grade)
and heatd in a 60°F oven for two days. Final rinses ar with Ba-Free H20 (described below).
B. Water - The stadard water used in ths procedure is produced by a Mi-Q Typ I
reagent grde water system (Mpore Corp.) to a reistivity of 18 megohm-cm. The four bowl
unt consists of: prefiter, activate caron and two mied-be ion-exchange cardges. Fma
fitron is done with a 0.2 micrn Mi-Pak fiter cardge. In addition, the Mi-Q water is
fuer purfied by passing it thugh a 25 mL Teflon colum fied with Bio-Rad AG 50WX8, 50-
100 mesh resin which has been cleaed with 4M nitrc and hydrochloric acds produced from two-
botte stis. Ths resultig water is caled "Ba-Fre Mi-Q" beause ths fial colum's purose is
to remove ubiquitous barum from the water. Barum and its oxides, fluorides and chlorides are
the pri interferences to RE durg mass spectrometr.
C. Acid - "Clea" nitrc and hydrochloric acids are produced frm commercial, reagent
grde acids using two-botte stis. A st consists of two 1 liter Teflon FEP bottes (Nalgene)
connected at a 90° angle via a dred and thaded block of Teflon TF. One botte contas
concentrted, reagent grade acid and is wrapped with a custom-made silcon robber heatg
element (H-Heat Industres Inc.); the other botte acts as the reivig vessel for the "clean" acid.
A varable trsfonnr is used to gently heat the generator botte to a sub-boilg condition and
pured concentrted acd condenses in the receivig botte. These acids are referred to as
"clea" or "two-botte" acids. The nonnty of the acids is detenned grvietrcaly by mag
accurte diutions of the concentrted acids and measurg the spec grvity. Nonnty is then
calculatd using stadad data frm a chemica hadbook. Acid diutions used in the analytca
procur ar made from ths "clean" acid and Ba-Free Mi-Q.
D. Other Reagents - In addition to the miera acids, the other chemica used in the
procur have to be purchad in pur form or pured in the lab:
1. Amonium Hydroxide - used to co-precipitate the RE with iron hydroxide.
Approxitely 600 mL of reagent grade NH40H is placd in the generator botte of a two-botte
sti and 100 mL of Ba-Fre watr is placed in the reeivig botte. No heat is applied. The sti is
left to equibra for th days. The" clea" solution is poured off into a storage bottle and the
proedur is repeatd unti 500 mL of clean Nl0H is produced.
2. Iron Carer - used to co-precipitate the RE. A 2 mglmL stock solution is made
from pur irn (Il nitrte (Johnson Matey; Putronic; 99.999%). One mL of ths solution is
added to each liter of seawater to be analyzed.
3. Enrched REE Isotope Spike - the spike used in our analyses was obtaed from Dr.
Har Elderfeld. The RE concentrions and isotopic ratios of the spike are given in Table 1
and Greaves et al. (1989).
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TABLE 1
Isotopic Composition of REE Spike
SPIK MEASUR SPIK NATU NUR.
ISOTOPE RATIO RATIO RATIO ABUN.
La-138 139/138 13.8340 1122.6~~ 0.99911
Ce-142 140/142 0.087489 7.99280 0.88480
Nd-145 146/145 0.133770 2.08200 0.17260
Sm-149 147/149 0.002332 1.08890 0.15070
Eu-153 151/153 0.005610 0.91461 0047770
Gd-155 156/155 0.001270 1.38970 0.20470
Dy-161 163/161 0.005530 1.32260 0.24970
Er-167 166/167 0.031885 1.45640 0.33410
Yb-171 174/171 0.0164 2.22500 0.31840
Lu-176 175/176 0.403200 37.46200 0.97400
4. Methyllactic Acid (MA) - used to separte the RE into thee frctions. The ML
or 2-Hydroxylisobutyc acid (Aldrch Chemica Co.; 99%; (CH3)iC(OH)C02Hl is prepared as a
OAM solution with Ba-Fre H20. Multiple 2 liter batches (83.30 g per 2 liters soln.) are prepard
and fitered though 0.22 micron Durapore fiter membraes (Mpore; GVW 047 00) using
polycaronate fiter housings (Sarorius; SMI6511; 47 ro). These OAM stock solutions ar then
pured by passing them though the sai ty of colum that is used to prepare Ba-Fre H20
(described above). Fmaly, th diutions ar made with Ba-Fre Mili-Q:
i) 0.20M ML; pH=4.30; 8 liters
ü) 0.20M MLA; pH=4.66; 4 liters
il) 0.35M MLA; pH=4.77; 2 liters
pH adjustment is mae with clea, "two-botte" NH40H. The workig diutions ar stored in
acd-cleaed polyethylene caroys with spouts for eay dispensing.
F. Ion Exchange Resins - Resin are acid-cleaned by passing ten colum volums of fit
4M HN03 and then 4M HCl though the resin colum (reagent gre acids). A fial Mi-Q
water wash completes the proces.
1. AG SOWX4, minus 400 mesh - used in the MLA separon of the RE. A batch of
approxily 250 mL is acid-cleaed using a colum assembled frm Teflon components
(Saviex Corp.; #502, 504, 501-25). The colum is connected with Teflon tubing to a 4 liter
cary with spout. Severa batches ar cleaed in succession to provide a good supply of resin.
2. AG SOWX8, 100-200 mesh - used to separte RE frm the stag matr. Th
resin is not cleaned in a large batch but in the colum just prior to addig the saiple.
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II. INITIAL SAMPLE TREATMENT
An alquot of the sample (100-2,000 g for seawater) is weighed in an acid-cleaned, taed
polyethylene botte and an appropriate aiount (about 0.1 g per Kg of seawater) of the isotope-
enrched spike contag La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Er, Yb, and Lu is added. The spike is
added to a preision of 0.0001 g by weighig a spike-contag vial before and afer tag out
an alquot and trsferrg it to a sample botte. The sample, which was acidied upon collection
to a pH of2, is equibrate for at leat th days, but tyicaly for a week. "Clean" iron carer is
then added and the RE are co-preipitaed with Fe(OH)J by addig "clean" NH40H. The
precipitation is done either in the origial saiple collection botte or in another "clean" PE botte,
if an alquot is taen for analysis. Sma aiounts of Nl0H ar added unti the sample is pH=9.
A pale yellow color is indicave of irn (ILL) hydroxide formaton. The sample botte is shaken
well and left to equibra for 15-30 miutes afer which pressur fitrtion is cared out using a
polycarnate fiter housing (Sarorius, SMI6511). The resultig precipitae, on a 0.22 /J
Duropore membrae, is stored in a covered plastic fiter holder prior to colum chemistr (see
Append A for protocol).
ILL. CLEAN-UP COLUMN
The Fe(OH)3 preipitate is dissolved in 1.75M HCI, which is added ditly to the plastic fiter
holder. Ths yellow solution is then passed though ion exchange resin in a sma quaz colum,
followed by washes of 1M nitrc acid. Th colum separtes major and trce elements from the
RE grup (Greaves, et al, 1989). The RE ar retaed on the colum whie other elements
(priy Fe and Ba) ar eluted in the wash frtions. Fmaly, the RE are eluted into 5 mL
conical-bottomed teflon beakers (Saviex Corp.) with 4M nitrc acid. The saiple solutions are
evaporaed to dress in an enclosed evaporator box under fitere ai. The evaporator box is an
aclic deiccator cainet (Plas-Labs) equipped with a spealy designed hot plate. The hot plate
is constrcted of a 200 watt silcon rubber heater (H-Heat Industres Inc.) sandwiched between
two teflon-coated alumum plats. Two sma diaphr ai pumps (Dlta Power Corp.; PV-
1100) ar used to pump fitered (0.2 micrn) ai though the evaporator box durg saple
evaporation. The ai flow speeds up the rate of evaporation.
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IV. REE SEPARTION
In order to simpli mas spectrometr measurments, the RE ar separted into thee
groups, light (LRE), middle (M), and heavy (HR), on a methyllacc acid (MI.A)
column. The colum is pressured and frtions ar collecte using a drop countig technque
(see Appendix B). Filtered nitrgen gas is used for pressurzaon though an in-lie secondar
regulator set at 6 psi. The custom-made capi1 quar colum has a flow rate of about one
drop per miute. The enti separon requi 280 drops (- 14 mL) and taes approxiatly six
hour to complete. Eah colum is calbrated at least thee ties to make cert that the elution
pattern is reproducible. The calbration procedur (Shiy, et al, 1987) is cared out each tie
new batches of resin and chemicals ar prepared and is done outside the cleanoom where samples
ar processed. _ Eah colum is thoroughly acid-cleaned and nnd before being retued to the
cleanoom and put in servce.
The residue frm the fit colum is dissolved in 0.75M HCI and is loaded on a MLA colum
which ha ben prepared and generated the previous day with 0.20M MLA (pH=4.30). HR
(Dy, Er, Yb, Lu) elute firt in approxiatly 2 mL of 0.20M (pH=4.30) MLA and are collected in
7 mL, round-bottom Teflon vial (Saviex Corp., #02.25R). Excess 0.20M MLA (pH=4.30) is
removed from the colum reservoir and approxily 7.5 mL of 0.20M MLA (pH=4.67) is
added to elute the MR (Nd, Sm, Eu, Od). A thd change of acid, approxitely 5 mL of
0.35M MLA (pH=4.77), brigs off the LRE (La, Ce).
The th RE frtions are evaporated to dress at approxiately 100°C. The remag
ML residue is destroyed with aqua regia mae from clean acids. Afer ths acid treatment,
usuay 100 ii each of concentred HCI and HN03, the residue has ben reuced to a sma
black dot. The saiple vials are then stored, awaitig mass spectrmetr.
v. MASS SPECTROMETRY
A. Filament Preparatn
Samples ar loaded on VO ty fint support bead (Catodeon, Ltd., Cabridge,
England; #519-single; #517-trple). Single Ta fiamnts ar used for LR and MR (H. Cross
Co., high-purty Ta, thckness=.OOI ", width=O.020"). HR ar run on Ta-Re- Ta trple
fints (Rembar Co., Inc., Dobbs Ferr, NY; zone-refied Re; thckness=O.0012";
width=O.030"). Al fiamnts are heated to remove contaants in a degassing chaber,
previously pumped down to a vacuum of 10-7 torr with a diffsion pump.
Single Ta fiamnts ar degassed at 2.5 aips for 1 hour. Triple fiamnts ar degassed as
follows: center Re at 5.0 amps for a ha hour, then Ta sides at 2.5 amps for 1 hour wlue
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matag Re center at 1 amp. Sequential rather than simultaeous degassing of center and side
fiaients prevents crackig of glass bead support for the trple fiaients.
Triple fiament prepartion is accomplished by bendig the side support posts back to -300
angle frm the vertca. Weldig of the wir ribbon, degassing, sample loadg and conditionig
ar al done in ths configuon. The side posts ar very carfuy bent back to the vertcal prior
to instaaton in the MS.
B. Sample Loadng
The fint loadg appartus is a set of electrcal contacts mounted in a block of
polyethylene and wird to a DC power supply. The staess stel posts of the fiament bead are
inserted into the electrcal contacts. The electrcal block is set on the stage of a binocular
micrscope so sample evaporaon can be closely observed.
The evaporated sample residue from the MIA colum is taen up in 1-2 J. of high-purty
0.2M HN03 using a micropipette (Dond, Model #203) with disposable polyethylene
capilar tubing. A drop (-cl J.) is trsferrd to the center of the fint and evaporated at a
curnt of 1 amp. With the curnt mataed at 1 amp, the remaider of the sample is spotted
on the fiament in severa aIquots and is evaporated to dress. When the sample is on the
fiament in the form of a residue, the curent is slowly increasd from 1 to 2 amps or unti the
center of the fiament just barly begis to glow. As the curent is increas, the residue char
and tus black. Experience ha shown tht the appearce of the residue, which can var in
textu and color, ha litte to do with the successfu producton and measurment of a MS signal.
The RE apparntly are not bound up with the residue but with the fiamnt meta before the
reidue form. Even in instaces where the residue has flaked off, strong RE signal are
produced.
Afr saple loadg, the fiaments are retued to the degassing bench and "conditioned"
under a vacuum of 10-7 torr by heatg to a dul orage for 5 mi. Ths step drves off gases frm
the loadg process. The sample fiaments ar now ready for ination in the mas
spectmeter.
C.lsotope Dilutn Mass Spectrometr
1. Technique Used At WHOI
Meaurment of RE concentrons by IDMS ar mae on a va 354 Thermal Ioniation
Mass Spectrometer (TIS) of the Isotope Geochemitr Facilty in Dr. Mar Kur's laboratory.
Focusing is done under maua control using the SCAN progr. The fiament curent is slowly
rape up by the operator unti a peak of severa hundrd mivolts is observed. The SCAN
progr is then paused at the peak center and the focus is opti. Afr exitig SCAN, the
MAAL progr is invoked to achieve optium peak centerig, and for data collection using
the genera peak jumping routie of the VG softare. The varous peak jumping tys used are
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shown in Appendix C. RE signals in the rage 10 mV - 1 V are measurd on a Daly detector at
a vacuum of 10-8 torr. An integrtion tie of 5 sec. is used at each mas and data are taen in a
single block of 20 mas scas. No correction is mae for mas frtionation. The isotopic
composition of the spike is given in Table 1.
The RE content of Sargasso Sea surac water is shown in Table 2. As an upper lit,
fint loads rage from 2.3 ng for Nd to 0.10 ng for Lu in a tyical one liter sample. Since the
RE have ben chemicay pured and separted, thee beads ar analyz per sample. The ma
spectr are generay fr from interference; the only potential interferences come from fluorides,
chlorides, and oxïdes of barum.
TABLE 2
Typical REE Concentration of Sargaso Seawater
La
16.00
2.20
Ce
15.70
2.20
Nd
15.90
2.30
8m
3.51
0.53
Eu
0.92
0.14
Gd
5.33
0.84
5.84
0.95
Er
4.74
0.79
Yb
4.04
0.70
Lu
0.55
0.10
The LRE begi to ioni as oxïdes from Ta single fiaments at approxiately 1200°C, with
stale beai meaurd in the rage 1250-1350°C. The CeO ratio 156/158 is measured first. The
fint curent is then slowly rape up to give a signficant 154LaO peak, and the LaO ratio
155/154 is measurd. Elementa barum is always present, but causes no interference to the
LRE oxïdes. The presence or absence of barum oxïdes and fluorides is diagosed by scag
the mas rage 150-160 (see Table 3). A sign at mas 157 indicat either BaF or PrO.
Although the ML colum elution scheme is set up to discrat agaist Pr, varable aiounts
of Pr can be collected along with La and Ceo Th mea that a peak at mas 157 does not
unequivocaly identi BaF. Inspetion of the mas rage 150-153 ha shown the presence of a
153 BaF pea in most samples. The absence of peak at 150, 151 and 152 indicates BaD is not
present. Generay the 153 peak is sma in relation to the 154LaO peak, but a corrction for
153BaF is applied to the 154LaO peak based on the 153 peak. A correction to the 154LaO peak
is also mae for the sma CeO contrbution at that mas. The 155LaO and 156CeO peak are
alo corrcted for BaF based on the 153 pe (see Table 3 and Appendix D).
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TABLE 3
LREE Natual Abundance
MASS NUBER
Meaur
Raio
~
~
The MR (Nd, Sm, Eu and Gd) ar also ru on single Ta fients. Eu emits at
approxiately 1200o-1275°C and ionies relatvely quickly. Sm and NdO signals ar measured
together between 1200-1350°C. Eu(1511153), Sm(147/149), and NdO(162/161) are al free of
intederence. The fact that, on Ta ribbon, Sm emits as the meta and Nd as the oxide works to
the analyst's advantage by eliatig intr-RE intederences. Fmaly, GdO(1721171) ionis at
approxily 1500°C. BaCl is a potential intederence to GdO but at 1500°C, has alady
bured off. A signal at mas 175 is an indicator of BaCI (see Table 4).
The HR (D, Er, Yb and Lu) al ru as metas on trple (Ta-Re-Ta) fiaients. The curent
on the center Re fiament is slowly rased to approxily 4.6-4.8 amps (2,OOO°C). Yb( 174/171)
is meaur fit at a side fiamnt curent of approxily 1.5-1.7 aips. Next, Dy(163/161)
and Er166/167) ar meaurd together at approxitely 1.8-2.0 amps. Fmaly, Lu(175/176) is
detected at approxiatly 2.0-2.2 amps. The ratio 171/176 is also monitored for Yb, which
intedere with Lu. Dat for Lu is collected only when Yb is gone or mini (see Table 5).
2. Technique Used at Harard University
a). TIMS
Some measurments were mae in Dr. Stein Jacobsen's labraory at Harard on a Fingan
Thennoqua (THQ). The THQ is a Therm Ionition Mass Spectrometer instrent utig a
quadpole unt for mas separon and focusing. As with the VG maetic sector instrent at
WHOI, the LRE ar detected as oxides on Ta single fiamts. The MR, however, ar ru
on double Re fiaments with Nd, Sm and Eu emittg as metas and Gd as an oxide. The HRE
ar also run as metas on double Re fiaients. Filamts are degassed at approxitely 4.0 amps
for 30 miutes, but the sample loadg procedur is essentialy the sae as that used at WHO!.
Mass data is collected in 3 blocks of 20 scans each with an integrtion tie of 1 sec. per peak.
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TABLE 4
MRE Natural Abundance
MASS NUER _ Mea Rao
Ba
BaO
BaCl
Eu
8m
NdO
GdO
rT
Ba
BaO
BaCl
Eu
Sm
NdO 27.11
Gd IT im
Ba
BaO
BaCl
Eu
8m
NdO
Gd 0.20 I
................................................-.............................................................
.............................................................................................................
...............................................-..............................................................
.............--..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
121.90 I
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TABLE 5
HRE Natural Abundance
MAS NUER _ Mea Rao
Ba
Ba
BaCi
'I
Dr 0.09
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
La
28.18
100
~ 1.56
Ba
Ba
BaCi
'I
Dr
Ho
Er 27JYl 14.88Tm 100
Yb 0.14 3.03
La
b). Inductively Coupled Plasma - Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)
Sholkovitz's laboraory ha meaurd RE concentrons in river waters by ICP-MS. The
higher concentrtions of frh waters make ICP-MS a viable alternatve to thenn ionion. At
the prent state of technology, ICP-MS doesn't have the sensitivity reuied by ths labratory to
make preise meaurments of RE at the low levels found in seawater. Although Moller et al.
(1992) report an ICP-MS method for sea water, the precision rages from 4 to 12%. To decipher
varatons with the oceans, preisions of 1 % ar a grat advantae (Sholkovitz and Schneider,
1991; Piepgr and Jacobsen, 1992).
We used a VG PlasmaQua PQ2+ at Harard University. The stadad operag conditions
of the instent ar as presented in Table 6. Saiples were run followig either the single
colum separon of the RE into one group or afr the the stage separon into LRE,
MR and HR frons. The latter is preferrd. The samle media consisted of 4 mL of 1M
HCl.
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TABLE 6
VG PlasmaQuad PQ2+ ICP-MS
INSTRUM OPERATIG CONDITIONS
Plasma Gas
Foiward Power
Reflected Power
Nebulser gas flow ra
Coolant gas flow rate
Auxar gas flow rate
Saiple Uptae rate
Nebulser
S.pray Chber
Ion Lenses
Scan Range
Skipped regions
al argon
1.35 KW
-l5W
0.74 Vmi
13 Vmi
0.5 Vmi
0.8 mLmi (pumped)
Meind concentrc - recessed tip
water cooled (5 C.)
optid on In and Ho
134 - 180 amu
none
Isotope diution tehnque was usd and the measurd ratios ar the same as those used in
TIS (Tables 3-5). Account must be taen of isobarc interferences however, and in genera, the
most abundat isotope, fr from isobarc overlap, is chosen for the determaton of each
element. For some of the RE the interferences ar trvial but for La, Ce, Gd and Lu, corrections
must be made.
Corrections For Isobarc Interferences
1. Barium
The 138Ba isotope interferes with the 138La sign. Barum ioni very eaily and presents
a chaenge with respet to detenng La. In many saiples there is so much Ba interference that
an accurte La meurment canot be mae. Th is parcularly the case when only a single
colum is employed and al the RE are in the sae saple. As the 138 signal consists of both
Ba and La the measurd 1391138 rao equasI39La/(138La + 138Ba). The Ba 138 porton of
the denomiator (in italic prit) can be determed by meaurg 137Ba and using the natu
rao of 138Ba/137Ba. In a simar maer, a second independent corrction can be mad by
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measurg 135Ba and using the nat 138Ba/135Ba ratio. The following equations show the
how the intederig 138Ba counts are determned.
138Ba = 137Ba (138Ba/137Ba)nr = 137Ba (6.3304) where nr = natu ratio.
138Ba = 135Ba (138Ba/135Ba)nr = 135Ba (10.8741).
The 139La/138La ratio, now corrcted for 138Ba is then calculated.
2. 140Ce I 142Ce
A intederence correction for the142Nd isotope on the 142Ce signal is reuird. Tls is
accomplished by meaurg 143Nd and applyig the nat ratio of 142Nd/143Nd which equal
2.2276. Hence,
(140Ce I 
142Ce)corrcted = 140Cemeasur/(143Ndmeasured * 2.2276)
3. lS6Gd/1SSGd
Oxides of 139La and 140Ce, produced and quantied as 155(LaO) and 156(CeO), intedere
with the measurment of 155Gd/156Gd ratios. The effciency of oxide production vares frm
ru to run dependig on the operag conditions. It is best to run single element stadad
solutions of La and Ce (along with saples) to diectly detenne the production of LaO and
CeO. Afer measurg may stadards over a period of severa month, LaO is approxily
1.4% of the La counts and GdO is approxily 1.0% of the Ce counts. Th leads to the
following corrction equation:
(156Gd/155Gd)corrected = (156Gdmeasured - 140Cemeaurd *0.014)
(155Gdmeaur - 139Lmeasurd * 0.010)
4. 17SLu/176Lu
176Yb adds to the meured 176Lu counts. Th isobarc intederence is corrected for by
meaurg the 174Yb counts and employig 176Yb/174 Yb nat rao which is 0.3998.
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Therefore, the correction equalon is as follows.
(175Lu/176Lu)corrected = 175Lumeasurd/(176Lumeasured - 174Lumeasurd* 0.3998)
Table 7 provides an example of the ICP-MS data and the dierence between incorrected and
corrected ratios.
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REULTS
I. CALCULATIONS
The concentrons of the individual RE ar calculatd using the basic IDMS equation:
R"-Rsp ~p CspCsa = R x-x-
1- -l ~a An
Rsa
where:
Csa = sample concentrtion
Csp = spike concentrtion
Rm = measurd rao
Rsa = saiple ratio
Rs = spike ratio
Wsa = saiple weight
Wsp = spike weight
An = ratio numerator abundance
Al calculatons ar embedded in the appropriate spreadsheet colum of a raw data tale
such as Table 8. The individua formulas for computig the concentraton of each element are
shown below in Table 9. The formulas are multiplied by 1000 in order to express concentration
in pmol/g.
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TABLE 8
Stadar Ra Data Table for Calcul Concentrations
Concetrations = pmol/g
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
1
2
3
4 SAMLE Depth Sa Spk La La Ce Ce Nd Nd 8m 8m Eu Eu
5 ID m g g 139/138 140/142 146145 147/149 151/153
§ -
._--~ -----------
7 BATSJOB
8 05APR91 Bl 1 1002. 0.1003 55.28 14.50 0.682 13.65 0.3705 18,17 0,2045 5.53 0,2601 0,904
9 05APR91 BIR 1 887,6 0.1029 52.96 15,83 0.570 12.65 0.3351 17.53 0.1594 4.74 0,2396 0,934
10 05APR91 B2 20 985,1 0.1010 57.89 15.83 0.627 12.59 0.3609 17.76 0,1902 5,18 0.2602 0,927
11 05APR91 B3 40 986.7 0.1049 55.53 15.50 0,625 13.02 0.3492 17.34 0.1717 4,75 0,2555 0.937
12 05APR91 B5 80 1028.0 0.1033 57,06 15,21 0,619 12.15 0.3528 16.71 0.1689 4,40 0,2642 0,928
13 05APR91 B9 140 1009,7 0.1029 54.89 14.62 0,625 12.47 0.3487 16.59 0.1817 4.88 0,2559 0,900
14
15 Gd Gd Dy Dy Er Er Yb Yb Lu Lu
16 156155 163/161 166167 174/171 175/176
17
18 BATSJOB
19 05APR91 Bl 1 0.3637 6.54 0.2389 5.67 0.3568 4.77 0.2991 3.93 1.553 0.545
20 05APR91 BIR 1 0.3169 6.31 0.2189 5.90 0.3215 4.77 0.2744 4.10 1.4325 0.562
21 05APR91 B2 20 0.3630 6,69 0.2413 5.89 0.3512 4,78 0.3029 4,09 1.709 0,566
22 05APR91 B3 40 0.3285 6,07 0.2351 5,91 0.3420 4,77 0.2925 4.06 1. 159 0.559
23 05APR91 B5 80 0.3373 5,94 0,2462 5,91 0.3553 4.76 0.3047 4,04 1.985 0.569
24 05APR91 B9 140 0.3299 5,85 0.2387 5,77 0.3498 4.72 0,2998 4,01 1. 896 0,572
TABLE 9
Formulas for Calculating REE Concentrations
w.,sa CsAn RI - Rs 1 - (R I Rs)
La = D8/C8 x 3.324 (( ES - 13.834) ( 1 - ( ESI 1122.6 )) x 1000
Ce D8/C8 x 209,88 (( 08 - 0.08749) ( 1 - (08179928 ))) x WOO
Nd D8/C8 x 630.36 (( 18 - 0.13377) ( 1 - ( 18 12.0820 ))) x 100
Sm D8/C8 x 222.18 (( K8 - 0.(02332) (1 -( K81 1.0889 ))) x 100
Eu = D8/C8 x 25.403 (( M8 - 0.(0561) ( 1 - (M81 0.9146 ))) x 100
Gd D8/C8 x 133.17 (( E19 - 0.(0127) ( 1 - (E191 1.3897 ))) x 100
Dy D8/C8 x 199.05 (( 019 - 0.(0553) ( 1 - ( 019/1.226 )) x 100
Er D8/C8 x 110.72 (( 119 - 0.03189) I ( 1 - (119/1.4564 )) x 100
Yb = D8/C8 x 120.22 (( K19 - 0.0164) I ( 1 - ( K19 I 2.2250 ))) x 100
Lu = D8/C8 x 4.5318 (( M19 - 0.4032) ( 1 - (MI9/37.462 ))) x 100
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II. REPUCATES
May dierent saples have ben anyze in replicate to ascert the reproducibilty of the
method. The replicate anyses ar generay spaced over may month, and in some cases,
severa yea. The colum separtions were cared out by four dierent people using different
colums of the sai ty. Th different mas spectrometers were used. The oveiwhelmg
majonty of meurments were ma on the VG 354 at WHOI, but cert saple sets were
analyze using the VG PlasmaQuad ICP-MS and the Fingan THQ at Harard University.
Replicates done by ICP-MS aÌd havig the identifier 'SC' were only processed though a
cation exchange colum with HCI and HN03 eluants to separte RE from major ma
elements. In these cases, the RE were analyze as one group. The identier 'M' mean the
sample was passed thugh an additiona colum to separte the RE into light (LRE), middle
(MR) and heavy (H) frtions. Thus, eah MLA saiple reuid th individua ma
spectrometrc measurments.
A replicat set of Chesapee Bay saples is shown in Table 10. The fit th
meaurments (#40-42) were mae at WHOI in ealy 1991. In July 1993, four more alquots
were analyze, two at WHOI and two at Harard on the THQ. The stadad deviaton for al
elements on al seven meaurments is 4% or less, with the exception of Ce at 8 %. One of the
Ce data points (34.99) appear to be an obvious outler. When it is excluded, the % Std Dev for
Ce is 2.4.
TABLE 10
REPLICATE OF
CHEAPEAKE BA Y WATER
0.22 iim FITERED
RE in pmollg
SAM Ce
# 10. METHOD ANOM La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Dv Er Vb Lu
40 WHOI TIS-IDML 0.28 49.90 28.40 46.40 10.53 2.78 17.00 17.10 15.20 15.20 2.40
41 WHOI TIS-IDML 0.29 49.20 27.90 42.20 10.55 2.74 16.00 17.70 15.0 15.80 2.30
42 WHOI TIS-IDML 0.29 49.10 28.70 43.60 10.52 2.76 16.30 17.40 15.00 15:70 2.40
450 WHOI TIS-IDML (0.35) 50.05 (34.99) 45.56 1 1.43 2.65 1708 17.52 14.87 15.71 2.39
452 WHOI TIS-IDML 0.29 49.99 29.23 45.81 1 1.48 2.71 16.96 17.57 14.95 15.75 2.46
451 HU - THQ TIS-IDML 0.31 46.40 29.85 45.52 11.23 2.69 17.02 17.89 14.75 16.16 2.41
453 HU - THO TIS-IDML 0.31 45.21 29.04 45.54 11.23 2.69 17.11 17.74 14.79 16.01 2.42
MEAN (7)
SID DEV
(% SID DEV)
0.295 48.55
0.012 1.94
(4.1) (4.0)
28.85 44.95
0.68 1.49
(2.4) (3.3)
11.00
0.44
(4.0)
2.72
0.05
(1.8)
16.78
0.44
(2.6)
17.56
0.26
( 1.5)
14.98
0.21
(1.4)
15.76
0.30
(1.9)
2.40
0.05
(2.0)
Note: MEAN (6) for Ce and Ce ANOM
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Table 11 shows results based on replicate measurments of thee rivers: Connecticut, Hudson
and Amon. The excellent preision of the varous samples is evident from the data. For the
JAN92 Connecticut River saiples where 6 replicates were done (5 by ICP-MS), the % Std Dev is
generay less th 5, with the exception of Gd and Lu at - 8. As explaed earlier, calculation of
Gd and Lu concentrtions afer ICP-MS reuies signcat corrction for other interferig REE
mas pe. Th could be an explanation for less preise Gd and Lu concentrions in tls set of
data.
Ten dierent Sargasso Sea samples were analyz in duplicate and the results are given in
Table 12. In addition, one rawater saiple and four samples from a Cape Cod pond were done
in duplicat (see Table 13). Agai, by inspection, the low varabilty of the replicaton is
apparnt. In genera, the stadard deviaton for al of the REs is less then 5%. Ths is especialy
tre when the duplicate analyses were both done on the VG 354 TIMS at WHO!. Duplicat
agrment is not as good between a TIMS meaurment and an ICP-MS measurment of the
sa sample.
Another way of evaluag. the precision of the replicat measurments is to plot the REE
concentrons normd agaist stadard shae values for the RE. The shae-normd
pattrns for four measurments of Sargasso Sea water from the BATS progr are shown in Fig.
1. Both 1 m and 20 m samples from BATS station 44 were analyze at WHOI and at Harard
(THQ - TIMS). Not only is the precision excellent for the duplicate meurments at each depth,
al four measurments can be considered replicat since the surac water at tls staon is well
mied. Fig. 2 shows the patterns of four meaurments of a Chesapake Bay composite sample,
two run at WHOI and two at Harard. The preision of the four measurments is evident frm
the grph.
ILL. BLAKS
Prcedur blan were processed in severa ways. In the blan (#1, 2 & 3), the enrched
isotope spike, along with 50 mg of clean iron carer, was equibrad with 50 rn of Ba-Free
Mi-Q water. The pH was rad to 8-9 with two-botte Nl0H. Although there was an
im color change associated with the formon of irn (Il hydroxide, the precipitate did
not fOnD. The plastic bottes were set aside and observed. It took about one week before the
apparntly colloida parcles coagat and setted. The precipitate was then fitered and
processed as for actu samples.
Becuse of tls coagaton problem, subsequent blan (#4, 5, 6, 10, 11 & 12) ha 5-10 rn
of surace Sargasso seawater added to the Ba-Free Mi-Q, in addition to the carer and sp~e, to
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TABLE 11
RIVER REPLICATES
RE in pmolJ
) = 'l Sid Dev.
MS SAMP
It lD
CaMEOD ANOM La Od Dy Ei YbCa Sm EuDATE FITE Nd
CONNECßCur RIVR (Sholkovitz 1992)
83 JU91 O.025uM TIS-IDML 0.51 38.8 45.6 49.2 10.9 2.0 16.7 11.8 13.1 21.3 3.9
84 JU91 O.025uM TIS-IDML 0.47 42.6 43.8 48.6 11.1 2.1 16.9 12.1 13-4 21.6 3.9
(5.8) 6.6) (28) (0.9) (1.3) (28) (0.8) (1.8) (1.6) . (1.0) (1.3)
107 SEP1 O.025uM TIS-IDML 0.56 101.0 1220 112.0 24.4 4.7 29.2 21.4 19.0 27.5
108 SEP1 . ieriI TIS-IDML 0.57 95.3 119.0 109.0 23.5 4.6 28.7 21.0 19.1 Zl.9
(1.3) (4.1) (1.8) (1. 9) (2.7) (1.7) (1.2) (1.3) (0-4) (1.0)
Lu
168 ¡AN92 0.22uM ICPMS-IDSC NM 93-4 58.6 12.9 2.55 18.0 13.9 16.6 31.1 5.60
169 ¡AN92 0.22 ICPMS-IDSC NM 93.9 58.2 12.8 2.54 19.3 13.0 16.8 31.7 5.23
170 ¡AN92 0.22 ICPMS-IDSC NM 96.6 56.3 11.9 2.45 16.7 13,0 15.6 30,2 4.95
166 ¡AN92 O.22uM ICPMS-IDML 0.91 46.0 95.0 57.7 12.6 2.21 16.0 12.3 16.6 31.3 6.21
167 ¡AN92 0.22 ICPMS-IDML 1.5 31.0 94.6 54.4 12.7 2.42 16.3 13.4 16.0 . 31. 5.47
165 ¡AN92 0.22uM TIS-IDML 0.92 49.8 99.4 54.5 12.8 2.47 15.7 12.7 16.3 29.8 5,21
ME (6) 95.5 56.6 12.6 2.44 17.0 13.1 16.3 30.9 5-45
NM = Dot meaurle sm DEV 2.2 1.9 0.4 0.12 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.44
(% sm DEV (23) (3-4) (3.2) (4.9) (8.2) (4,6) (3.1) (23) (8.1)
HUDSON RIER
Filtere through :oK FlTRON fiter
301 OCT92 ::5K ICPMS-IDSC 4142 3903 719 132 981 654 390 363 46
309 OCT92 ::SK ICPMS-IDSC 401 3901 719 144 1028 642 391 370 48
(1.2) (0) (0) (6.1) (3.4) (1.2) (0.3) (1.2) (3.0)
AMZON RIER WATE (Sholkovitz 193)
O.22 FITERED
72 1-1-238 33.4 TI-IDML 0.53 30.0 35.4 35.3 8.8 2.42 14.0 15.1 11.4 9.4
47 i-1-23A 33.4 TI-IDML 0.52 29.8 25.1 36.5 9.9 2.43 14.8 15.0 11.3 9.2
(1.3) (0.5) (2.1) 4) (8.3) (0.3) (3.9) 0.5) (0.6) (1.5)
44 i-1-14A 33.5 TI-IDML 0.38 35.5 29.5 40.8 10.4 2.96 17.4 19.8 14.5 12.6
71 1-1-148 33.5 TIS-IDML 0.38 35.4 30.2 42.4 11.8 2.96 18.3 19.5 15.2 12.6
(0) (0.2) (1.7) (2.7) (8.9) (0) (3.6) (1.1) (3.3) (0)
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TABLE 12
SEA WATER REPLICATES
RE in pmolJ
( ) = % Std Dev.
MS Cc
l# I.D. DEP METIOD ANOM La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Dy Er Yb Lu
-----------
SARGASSO SEA WATER (Sholkovltz and Schneider, 1991)
O.4uM FILTERED
2OAPR89 15M TI-ID-MLA 0.46 15.96 15.66 15.88 3.51 0.92 5.33 5.S4 4.74 4.07 0.56
2OAP89 30M TI-ID-ML 0.46 15.54 15.04 15.64 3.49 0.92 5.12 6.02 4.71 4.07 0.56
(01 (1.9) (2.9) (1.1) (0.4) (0) (2.8) (2.1) (0.4) (0) (0)
14MA YS9 20M TIS-ID-MLA 0.47 16.31 16.88 6.09 4.S5 4.13 0.57
14MA YS9 40M TIS-ID-MLA 0.49 16.S2 17.11 6.02 4.77 4.09 0.56
(2.9) 2.2) (1.0) O.S) (1.2) (0.7) 1.)
SARGASSO SEAWATER (BATS Study)
O.22uM FILTERED
53 OSAPR91 . 1M TIS-1D-ML 0.55 14.50 13.65 lS.17 5.53 0.90 6.54 5.67 4.77 3.93 0.55
92 OSAP91 1M TI-ID-ML 0.37 15.S3 12.65 17.53 4.74 0.93 6.31 5.90 4.77 4.10 0.56
(27.7) (6.2) (5.4) (2.5) (10.9) (2.3) (2.5) (2.8) (0.1) (3.0) (2.2)
55 05APR91 40M TI-1D-MLA 0.39 15.50 13.02 17.34 4.75 0.94 6.07 5.91 4.77 4.06 0.56
253 OSAPR91 40M ICPMS-ID-MLA 0.49 16.22 16.S2 17.11 3.60 0.97 5.21 6.02 4.77 4.09 0.71
(16.1) (3.2) (18.0) (0.9) (19.5) (2) (10.8) (1.3) (0) (0.5) (16.9)
56 OSAPR91 80M TI-ID-ML 0.37 15.21 12.5 16.71 4.40 0.93 5.94 5.92 4.76 4.04 0.57
254 OSAPR91 SOM lCPMS-ID-SC NM 16.63 17.74 3.63 1.00 6.53 6.00 4.60 4.34 0.77
. (22.0~ (4.2) (13.6) (5.3) (6.7) (1.0) (2.4) (5.2) (20.9)
57 05APR91 140M TI-ID-MLA 0.39 14.62 12.47 16.59 4.S8 0.90
255 OSAPR91 140M ICPMS-ID-SC NM 17.97 17.0 4.09 0.76
.5) (4.6) (12.4) (11.9
126 13MAY91 40M TIS-ID-ML 1.17 17.46 25.49 20.37 4.64 1.22 6.50 6.26 4.55 3.90 0.53
314 13MA Y91 40M TI-JDMLA 1.5 17.91 25.75 20.99 5.60 1.20 7.48 6.2 4.73 3.97 0.55
(1.2) (1.8) (0.7) (2.1) (13.2) (1.3) (9.9) (0.1) (2.S) (1.3) (3.5)
429 18MA Y92 1M TI-ID-ML 0.44 14.24 13.24 14.99 3.81 0.78 5.39 5.45 4.53 3.89 0.54
454 18MA Y92 1M TIQ- TIS-MLA 0.39 13.65 11.45 14.95 3.75 0.79 5.43 5.52 4.54 3.98 0.54
(8.31 (3.0) (10.3) (0.21 (1.) (0.8) (0.5) (1.0) (0.2) (1.6) (0.2)
430 18MA Y92 20M TI-ID-MLA
455 18MA Y92 20M TIQ- TI-ML
431 18MA Y92 40M TI-ID-MLA 0.42 13.91 12.64 15.01 3.77 0.79 5.38 5.47 4.56 3.96 0.5544 18MA Y92 40M TI-ID-ML 0.52 14.53 15.72 14.66 3.70 O.Sl 5.31 5.50 4.60 3.96 0.55
(14.0) (3.1) (15.3) (1.7) (1.4) (1.8) (1.0) (0.4) (0.5 (0.1) (0)
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TABLE 13
MISCELLANEOUS REPLICATES
REE in pmollg
( ) = % Std. Dev.
MS Ce
# ID. DEPTH METOD ANOM La Ce Nd Sm Eu ad Dy Er Yb Lu
----------
BERMUDA TUDOR (HILL) TOWER is AUG 89 (Sholkovitz, Church, Arimoto, 1993)
FITERED ACIDIFIED RAINWATER
77 BWI TIS-ID-MLA 1.24 13.2 25.9 20.0 6.6 0.72 6.94 3.19 1.98 1.53 0.202
93 BWI TIS-ID-ML Ll7 13.6 24.7 20.8 7.6 0.69 7.51 3.16 2.00 1.49 0.221
(4.1) (2.3) (3.3) (2.6) (9.6) (3.0) (5.6) (0.7) (0.7) (1.9) (6.4)
GULL POND. WELLFLEET, MA (Johan Schijf; per. comm.)
O.22uM FITERED
273 22JL92 15M ICPMS-ID-SC 13.2 10.9 2.83 0.28 4.04 1.9 0.48 1.22 0.256
376 22JL92 15M ICPMS-ID-SC 1201 10.7 3.02 0.30 3.68 1.3 0.63 1.31 0.229
(6.3) (1.8) (4.5) (6.6) (6.6) (3.7) (18.4) (5.0) (7.9)
269 22JUL92 16M . ICPMS-ID-SC 16.7 12.7 3.45, 1.30 1.20 1.1 0.269
375 22L92 16M ICPMS-ID-SC 16.0 10.9 3.14 1.49 0.81 1.32 0.257
(2.8) (10.3) (6.5) (9.8) (27.0) (12.4) (3.2)
271 22JL92 17M ICPMS-ID-SC 29.9 14.6 4.34 5.53 1.86 1.62
374 22JL92 17M ICPMS-ID-SC 23.3 14.7 3.95 2.26 1.56
(17.5) (0.2) (6.7) (13.7) (2.6)
250 19AUG92 17M TIS-ID-MLA 1.71 57.8 241.2 84.8 16.5 3.14 16.43
250 19AUG92 17M ICPMS-ID-SC 182.6 87.2 14.9 3.69 18.40
(19.6) (1.9) (7.4) (11.5) (8.0)
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help promote precipitation. In these blans, the hydroxide precipitation occured with miutes,
as is norm. The REE content of these six blan were corrected for the seawater contrbution.
The blan (#13, 14 & 15), composed of only the enrched isotope spike evaporated to
dress, were added dirctly to the MLA columns. There was no precipitation step or first
colum.
As can be seen in Table 14, only two samples have data for ,the HR. Since the
measurment of HREE in blan is dicult to mae, the assumption is made that if LREE and
MR ar acceptably low, the HR wil be as well.
Based on the average of al measurments, the tyical procedur blan contrbution to a 1 liter
seawater sample is 2-3%. Sm and Od are exceptions at 5-6%. However, the averages are biased
on the high end by #10-12 which had seawater added and were analyzed as a set. As a group,
they ar signcantly higher than the other nie blans. When these thee blan are eliat
from the computation, the tyical blan contrbution is 1 % or less. Because the error associated
with blan is very smal, saiples are not corrected for a blan component.
=
SUMMARY
The method described here alows for the precise determnation of the REs in natu waters
at concentrons as low as a few pmollg. The REs are concentrated frm the sample and
pured by co-precipitation with iron hydrxide followed by two ion-exchange separations using
caton resins. The fit miera acid colum separtes RE from major and trace elements. The
second colum, using methyllactic acid, separtes the RE into the frctions, eliatg the
need for interference corrections durg mass spectrometr.
Instrenta analysis is by isotope diution mas spectrometr (IDMS) using either a VO 354
thermal ionization mas spectrometer or a VO PlasmaQuad inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometer (ICP-MS). In genera, the % Std Devon al of the RE is 5 or less, based on may
duplicate and replicate measurments. The tyical procedural blan contrbution to a one liter
seawatr sample is 2-3% or less.
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TABLE 14
I I I I I I I i i
BLANKS
(pmol)
SAMPLE
ID La Ce Nd Sm Eo Gd Dy Er Yb Lu
--_....-.---- ................... ..................... _................. ................. ..__...._......- ......_...._-... .............-_.. .................. ..............._... ......................
BLK-l 0.180 0.358 0.062 0.006 0.002 0.004 0.268 0.196 0.026
BLK-2 0.044 0.090 0.061 0.031 0.009 0.045 0.058 0.015 0.011 0.001
BLK-3 0.023 0.049 0.008 0.001 0.001
BLK-4 ' 0.497 0.416 0.201 0.050 0.007 O.o8
BLK-5 0.128 0.254 0.067 0.011 0.008
BLK-6 0.143 0.278
BLK-I0 0.322 0.725 1.364 0.728 0.009 0.675
BLK-ll 0.460 1.320 1.401 0.731 0.008 0.705
BLK-12 1. 89 0.862 1.441 0.727 0.012 0.666
BLK-13 0.08 0.091 0.020 0.003
BLK-14 0.070 0.110 0.011 0.001 0.001 .
BLK-15 0.105 0.102 0.014 0.001 0.003 0.001
AVEGE 0.270 0.388 0.423 0.208 0.006 0.265 0.163 0.1 05 0.011 0,014
STD DEV 0.316 0.375 0.602 0.319 0.004 0.323 0.105 0.090 0.013
Seawater (1 L) 16.000 15.700 15.900 3.510 0.920 5.330 5.840 4.740 4.040 0.550
AveBlk/SW (%) 1.7 2.5 2.7 5.9 0.6 5.0 2.8 2.2 0.3 2.5
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APPENDIX A
PROTOCOL FOR REE ANALYSIS OF NA TU WATERS
1. INITIAL SAMPLE TREATMENT
1. Weigh previously acidied sample plus botte.
2, Add appropriate aiount of spike and weigh agai.
3. Add 1.0 mL of "clean" iron carer solution (-1.0 mglg).
4. Alow spike and carer to equibrate with the sample (at leat th days).
5. Prcipitate Fe(OH)3 by adding "clean" NH0H to the sample botte. Shake well and let
sette.
6. Filter ppt onto acid-cleaned membrae fiters (Mpore Co.; Duropore; #GVW-047-00,
(0.22 lJ) using an acid-cleaned polycarbonate fiter housing (Sarorius, #SM16510111).
7. Wash the fiter housing and fiter with Mi-Q water (pH=9) from a squeeze botte.
8. Disasemble fiter unt, remove sample fiter and store in a tightly covered plastic fiter
holder.
9. Save saiple botte. Rise, dr and tae ta weight.
11. CLE-UP COLUMN
Th colum separtes major and trace elements from the RE group. The RE are retaed
on the colum whie other elements ar eluted in the wash frtions.
1. Prpar sma quar colums (colum~ ar store in - 1.0M HCI unti use).
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2. Weigh 0.3 g. of cation exchange resin (BioRad AG 50W-X8, 100-200 mesh) and trsfer to
colums with Ba-fre Mi-Q water.
3. Wash resin with 4.0 in of "clean" 4.0M HN03, followed by 4.0 in of "clean" 4.0M HCL.
4. Generae the resin for use with 4.0 in of "clean" 1.75M HCl.
5. Add 1.0 in of 1.75M HCI to the saiple fiter in plastic fiter holder. Let preipitae
dissolve. Use a plastic pipett tip to mapulat the fiter and facilta dissolution.
6. Trafer saiple to column with Eppendorf pipette. Let solution drp through resin.
7. Repea Steps 5 & 6 two more times.
8. Add a fial 0.5 in of 1.75M HCI to brig the total solution to 3.5 in
9. Next pass 23 in of "clean" 1.0M HN03 though the colum. The purose of ths wash is
to remove Ba from the RE frtion.
10. Finy, elute the RE as a group, using 4.0 mL of "clea" 4.0M HN03. Collect sale
solutions in 5.0 in conical-bottomed teflon beers (Saviex Corp, #024T).
11. Evaporae saiples to dress in an ai-fitered evaporator box.
III. SEPARTION OF THE REE
A. Column Preparation
1. Prpar large qua colum (2 ro ID X 35 cm Long).
2. Rise colum with "clean" 2.0M HN03. Cap off tip and let colum sit with acid unti ready
to use.
3. Rise colum five tis with Ba-fr Mi-Q watr.
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4. Load "clean" resin (BioRad, AG 50W-X4, mius 400 mesh) durg the fial Mi-Q nne.
An acid-cleaned trsfer pipett can be used to load resin. Use - 2.0 in of wet resin.
5. Alow rein to sette by grvity.
6. Remove Mill-Q to neck of colum.
7. Add 8 mL of Methyllactic Acid (MA=O.20M; pH=4.32) and pass through colum, under
pressur, at 6 psi (N2 ta).
8. Repeat Step 7 unti eluat is no longer acid. Colum is ready to use when the eluant is
pH=45. Check with pH paper.
9. Remove resin with pipette to the 32 em mark of a previously calbrad colum and remove
solution to top of neck. Pressur solution to top of resin.
B. Sample Loading
The followig steps ar sumd in Table 15:
1. Add 50 i- of "clean" 0.75M HCI to saiple beaker. Alow saple residue to disolve.
2. Trasfer saiple to resin with micro-capilar pipette tips (FGC Scientic Co., #71-6310-80).
Avoid ai bubbles. Prssur solution to top of resin.
3. Add another 50 i- of 0.75M HCI to beaker and trsfer to resin. Prssur solution to top of
resin.
4. SET DROP COUNTER TO ZERO
5. Add 100 i- ofO.20M MLA (pH=4.32) to resin and pressur to top of resin.
6. Repeat Step 5.
7. Add 0.20M ML (pH=4.32) to top of colum neck with pipett and then add -2.0 in more
with a gruated cylider. The resin wi shr below the 32 cm mak due to MLA and
pressur.
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8. Collect the HR accordig to the colum calbration scheme. Use 7.0 mL round-bottom
tefton beers.
9. When the HR have ben collected, remove excess solution to top of colum neck.
10. Add 7.0 mL of MLA (MA=O.2M; pH=4.66) to colum reservoir and collect the MR
accordig to calbration scheme.
11. When the MR have ben collected, remove the excess solution to the top of the colum
neck.
12. Add 5 mL of MLA (MA=O.35M; pH=4.77) to reservoir and collect LRE.
13. Afer LRE have ben collected, remove and discard used resin and rise colum with
"clean" i.OM HN03. Cap off tip and let colum sit with acid unti next use.
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Table 15
Methyllactic Acid Elution Scheme
Col4
Drop Counts
Col5 Col6
50 ii 0.75M HCl Load Saiple
50 ii 0.75M HCl
ZERO COUNTER 0 0 0
100 ii MLA, pH=4.30
100 ii MLA, pH=4.30
200 ii MLA, pH=4.30/
0.20M MLA. DH=4.30 (2.5 mL)
Collect(HR) 10-46 10-46 10-46
Chage afer 46 46 46
0.20M MLA. DH=4.67 (7.5 mL)
Collect(Gd, Eu, Sm) 47-100 47-100 47-100
Skip 101-134 101-134 101-134
Collect(Nd) 135-186 135-178 135-178
Chage afer 186 178 178
0.35M MLA. DH=4.77 (5.0 mL)
Skip(P) 187-215 179-202 179-202
Collect(Ce, La) 216-280 203-270 203-270
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APPENIX B
Equipment List for MLA Column
1. Quarz colum - 2 ro ID; 35 cm L
2. Luer tips (PP) - #K420168-00
Luer frts (PE) - #K420162-0000
3. Senes 9000 Optical Sensor
Model 9100; 1" square openig
4. CU 2000 Genera Puose Counter
5. Power Supply; Model B12G380; 12 VDC
6. Low Prssur Line Reguator; Model 3702
7. Methyllactic Acid (2-Hydroxyiobutyc Acid)
#32359-4; 99%; 100 g. bot.
8. Cation Exchage Resin -
AG 50W-X4; mius 400 mesh
9. Microilar Pipett Tips (sample loadg)
#71-6310-80
10. Teflon Vials
7 mL; rounded bottom; #02.25R
5 mL; conical bottom; #024
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Anderson Glass Co.
RF1 Old Turpike Rd.
Fitzilam NH 03447
Kontes Glass Co.
900 Spruce St.
Vineland, NJ 08360
Accur Flow Products
PO Box 100
Warster, PA 18974
Red Lion Controls
20 Wilow Sprigs Circle
York, PA 17402
Acopian Corporation
PO Box 638
Eaton, P A 18042
Mateson Gas Products
PO Box 1147
Gloucester, MA 01930
Aldnch Chemical Co.
'1001 W. St. Paul Ave.
Miwaukee, WI 53233
Bio-Rad Laboratones
200 Ald Nobel Dr.
Hercules, CA 94547
PG Scientics
9161 Industnal Ct.
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Saviex Corporation
6133 Baker Rd.
Mietonka, MN 55345
APPENDIX C
REE Peak Jumping Types for Mass Spectrometry - VG 354
Peak jumping TYPE Number 34 - CeO
Ratio 1 156/158
Intr 1 156/153 = 4.6777
Chanel Mass Integrtion Time (see)
baslie 159.500 5
1 152.901 5
2 155.900 5
3 157.900 5
Peak jumping TYPE Number 35 - LaO
Ratio 1 155/154
Intr 1 154/153 = 2.7231
Intr 2 155/153 = 3.2273
Intr 3 154/156 = 0.002825
Chanel Mass Integrtion Time (sec)
baslie 159.500 5
1 152.901 5
2 153.902 5
2 154.901 5
2 155.901 5
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C (Cont)
Peak jumping TYPE Number 10 - Eu
Ratio 1 lS1l153
Chanel Mass
baslie 155.500
1 150.920
2 152.921
Integrtion Time (sec)
5
5
5
Peak jumping TYPE Number 38
Ratio 1 147/149
Ratio 2 162/161
Chanel Mass
baslie 140.500
1 146.915
2 148.917
3 160.908
4 161.908
- 8m &NdO
Integrtion Time (sec)
5
5
5
5
5
Peak jumping TYPE Number 14 c GdO
Ratio 1 172/171
Chanel Mass
baslie 177.500
1 170.918
2 171.917
Integrtion Time (sec)
5
5
5
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APPENDIX C (Cont)
Peak jumping TYPE Number 18 - Vb
Ratio 1 1741171
Chanel Mass
baslie 177.500
1 170.936
2 173.939
Integrtion Time (sec) ,
5
5
5
Peak jumping TYPE Number 23 - Dy & Er
Ratio 1 1631161
Ratio 2 1661167
Chanel Mass
baslie 157.500
1 160.927
2 162.929
3 165.930
4 166.932
Integrtion Time (sec)
5
5
5
5
5
Peak jumping TYPE Number 26
Ratio 1 175/176
Ratio 1 1711176
Chanel Mass
baslie 177.500
1 170.936
2 174.941
3 175.943
- Lu
Integrtion Time (sec)
5
5
5
5
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APPENDIX D
Ba AND REE MASS COMPOSITIONS
Be La Ce Pr Nd Pl I SI Eu Gd Tb Dy 80 Er Tm I Yb Lu
130 0.1
KE
0.1
I%NATI MEAL
2.42
13 6.59 c: OXIE
7.81 c:
11.32 l::m¡:::i¡::'¡,!¡:1 FLUORI
71.66 0.9
99.91 .. CHRIE
140
DQ
145
14.97c: 11.24
13.83
150 i: 7.44
47.82
0.20
52.18
2.15
14.73
20.41 ~
15.68
24.87 0.09
100c: 21.90 23
18.8
25.53 i:
24.97CJ 28.18
CJ
c:
c:
§CJ180
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